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r glycometabolism and the
immune microenvironment by inhibiting lactate
dehydrogenase with platinum(IV) complexes†

Suxing Jin, ‡ab Enmao Yin,‡a Chenyao Feng,a Yuewen Sun,a Tao Yang,cd Hao Yuan,c

Zijian Guo cd and Xiaoyong Wang *a

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) is a key enzyme involved in the process of glycolysis, assisting cancer cells to

take in glucose and generate lactate, as well as to suppress and evade the immune system by altering the

tumor microenvironment (TME). Platinum(IV) complexes MDP and DDP were prepared by modifying

cisplatin with diclofenac at the axial position(s). These complexes exhibited potent antiproliferative

activity against a panel of human cancer cell lines. In particular, DDP downregulated the expression of

LDHA, LDHB, and MCTs to inhibit the production and influx/efflux of lactate in cancer cells, impeding

both glycolysis and glucose oxidation. MDP and DDP also reduced the expression of HIF-1a, ARG1 and

VEGF, thereby disrupting the formation of tumor vasculature. Furthermore, they promoted the

repolarization of macrophages from the tumor-supportive M2 phenotype to the tumor-suppressive M1

phenotype in the TME, thus enhancing the antitumor immune response. The antitumor mechanism

involves reprogramming the energy metabolism of tumor cells and relieving the immunosuppressive TME.
Introduction

Cancer cells metabolize differently from normal ones by
shiing energy metabolism from oxidative phosphorylation
(OXPHOS) to aerobic glycolysis.1,2 This is characterized by the
increased utilization of glucose and efflux of lactate, i.e. the
Warburg effect,3,4which promotes cancer cells to proliferate and
avoid apoptosis through anabolism. Monocarboxylate
transporters (MCTs) participate in the transport of lactate to
facilitate metabolic reprogramming during tumor progression.5

MCT1 has a high affinity for lactate and acts as a cellular inux
or efflux transporter according to the concentration gradient of
lactate; while MCT4 mainly facilitates the efflux of lactate in
highly glycolytic cells.6 The lactate produced by glycolysis
creates an acidic tumor microenvironment (TME),7 which
suppresses immune activity and allows cancer cells to escape
from antitumor immunity.8 For example, lactate induces
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alternative polarization of macrophages through hypoxia-
inducible factor 1a (HIF-1a) stabilization, increases the
production of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and
L-arginine-metabolizing enzyme arginase (ARG), thereby
forming an immunosuppressive TME;9,10 furthermore, it
stimulates tumor angiogenesis by directly acting on endothelial
cells and indirectly promoting M2-like tumor-associated
macrophages (TAMs) programming.11

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), a tetrameric enzyme
comprising LDHA and LDHB, is the rate-limiting enzyme
catalyzing the transformation of pyruvate to lactate in
glycolysis.12 LDHA is upregulated in human cancers and
associated with the aggressiveness of cancer cells, while LDHB
is consistently expressed in all living cells.13 LDH is a favorable
target for inhibiting the generation of lactate because it is the
key enzyme for the nal step of lactate production and cannot
be bypassed. The “reverse Warburg effect (RWE)” is a newly
identied mechanism for energy metabolism, which suggests
that lactate is produced and excreted via MCT4 by stromal cells
and taken in by cancer cells via MCT1 for ATP production.6,14

The RWE supplies pyruvate to LDH, allowing tumor cells to
evade drug action and achieve rapid proliferation. Therefore,
inhibiting LDH or MCTs may bring therapeutic benets by
reducing lactate production. Several LDHA inhibitors have been
described, though their potency and selectivity are modest;15–18

however, LDHB inhibitors are rarely reported.
Platinum anticancer drugs are used in more than 40% of

chemotherapy regimens in clinical practice.19 However, drug
resistance and systemic toxicity hinder their efficacy and
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 8327–8337 | 8327
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Scheme 1 Synthetic routes to MDP and DDP.
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applications.20,21 Platinum(IV) complexes exhibit greater kinetic
inertness than platinum(II) complexes and offer additional sites
for functional modications; they usually exert cytotoxic effects
aer reduction to PtII species in cancer cells.22 Recent studies
suggest that nonsteroidal anti-inammatory drug diclofenac
(DCF) may have potential use in cancer treatment, including
impairing the Warburg effect by inhibiting LDH to decrease
glucose uptake and lactate secretion23 or lowering lactate
secretion of cancer cells to improve T cell activation, viability,
and effector functions.8,24 DCF also inhibits MCT1 and MCT4 to
diminish lactate inux/efflux.23 DCF-modied platinum
complexes have demonstrated enhanced cytotoxicity or
inhibition to glycolysis. For example, DCF was coordinated to
PtII through the carboxylic group to obtain a PtII complex with
more potent cytotoxicity and inhibition to glycolysis and lactate
transport than parental cisplatin (CDDP);25 DCF was also used
as an axial ligand(s) to modify PtIV complexes, resulting in
enhanced antiproliferative activity and blockage of the
glycolytic process.26,27 However, DCF-modied platinum
complexes are rarely used to impair the Warburg effect or RWE
through inhibiting LDH or MCTs, let alone to ameliorate the
immunosuppressive TME.

We herein report the biological properties of two
DCF-modied PtIV complexes (Fig. 1), c,c,t-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2
(OCOCH2C6H4NHC6H3Cl2)(OH)] (MDP) and c,c,t-[Pt(NH3)2
Cl2(OCOCH2C6H4NHC6H3Cl2)2] (DDP). The former is a known
compound that has been shown to possess stronger
antiproliferative activity than CDDP,26 while the latter is a new
compound. They exhibited excellent DNA binding and
cytostatic activities; in particular, DDP altered the energy
metabolism of cancer cells by inhibiting the activity of LDH and
expression of MCTs, thereby decreasing the inux/efflux of
lactate. Moreover, DDP reshaped the TME by restraining the
expression of VEGF and ARG1 inmacrophages and inducing the
polarization of TAM from the protumoral M2 phenotype to the
tumoricidal M1 phenotype. As a result, the synergy between
chemotherapy and immunomodulation signicantly boosted
the antitumor activity.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization

MDP and DDP were synthesized by linking one or two DCF
moieties to CDDP as axial ligand(s). Briey, CDDP was oxidized
with hydrogen peroxide according to the literature to obtain
oxoplatin,28whichwas then coupledwithDCF in the presence ofO-
(benzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N′,N′-tetramethyluronium tetrauoroborate
Fig. 1 Chemical structures of MDP and DDP.
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(TBTU) and triethylamine (TEA) to obtain the target complexes.
The synthetic routes are summarized in Scheme 1.MDP could also
be prepared by a different method as reported in the literature.26

MDP and DDP were fully characterized by 1H-, 13C-, 195Pt NMR,
and HR-ESI-MS (Fig. S1 and S2†). The major peak at m/z 635.9515
in the HR-ESI-MS spectrum was assignable to [M + Na]+ of MDP,
while that atm/z 912.9543 was assignable to [M + Na]+ of DDP. The
existence of PtIV in MDP and DDP was ascertained by the 195Pt
NMR signal at ca. d 1083.48 and 1220.58 ppm, respectively. The
amino groups in the complexes were indicated by a broad
peak ranging from d 7.54 to 7.63 in the 1H NMR spectra. All the
HR-ESI-MS and NMR data prove that DCF was successfully
tethered to the PtIV center of the complexes. MDP and DDP are
soluble in a range of organic solvents such as methanol,
dimethylformamide (DMF), and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), but
are almost insoluble in water.
Reducibility and lipophilicity

In general, PtIV complexes can be reduced into PtII species and
axial ligands by intracellular reductants such as ascorbic acid
(AsA) or glutathione, thus enriching biological activities.29

Therefore, the status of MDP and DDP in the presence of AsA in
90% DMSO/10% D2O solutions was monitored by 195Pt NMR
spectrometry at 37 °C in the dark for 3 days. As shown in Fig. 2,
the reduction of MDP (A) was quite faster than that of DDP (B),
in that the former was completed within 24 h, while the latter
was just started at 72 h. This may be due to that the presence of
hydroxyl groups at the axial position of PtIV complexes can
facilitate the transfer of electrons from the ascorbate to the PtIV

center.30 The results indicate that the complexes could be
reduced in the tumor cellular environment and thus are
potential prodrugs.

Lipophilicity (log PO/W) is an important parameter to predict
the membrane permeability of a compound,31 which was
measured by the shaking ask method. The lipophilicity of
MDP and DDP was −0.13 and −0.046, respectively (Table S1†),
higher than that of CDDP (−2.35),28 indicating that they are
more lipophilic than CDDP. DCF seems to be conducive to the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 195Pt NMR spectra for the reduction of MDP (A) and DDP (B)
with 10 equiv. of AsA in 90% DMSO/10% D2O solution at 37 °C in the
dark.
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lipophilicity of MDP and DDP. Since the cellular membrane is
a bilayer of phospholipids, a compound with higher
lipophilicity is more likely to be absorbed by the cells.

Antiproliferative activity

The antiproliferative activity of MDP and DDP was evaluated in
the human breast cancer MCF-7, human cervical cancer HeLa,
human colon cancer SW480, and human ovarian cancer SKOV-3
cell lines by the MTT assay. CDDP, physical mixtures of CDDP
plus DCF at 1 : 1 and 1 : 2 molar ratios, and DCF were included
as references. The detailed cytotoxic data are presented in
Fig. S3.† The half maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC50) are
summarized in Table 1. Generally, MDP and DDP exhibited
higher antiproliferative activity than the reference
compounds towards all the tested cancer cells, following an
order of DDP > MDP > CDDP. DDP was more potent than MDP,
Table 1 IC50 (mM) of MDP, DDP, CDDP, and mixtures of CDDP plus
DCF (1 : 1 and 1 : 2) at 48 h against different cell lines. Data are the
average of three measurements

Compounds MCF-7 HeLa SW480 SKOV-3

MDP 3.02 � 0.04 4.45 � 0.08 2.66 � 0.52 2.72 � 0.75
DDP 0.78 � 0.15 0.78 � 0.29 1.14 � 0.19 0.23 � 0.02
CDDP 7.91 � 0.20 2.38 � 0.37 9.51 � 1.06 7.00 � 1.62
CDDP + DCF 16.36 � 2.81 8.00 � 0.32 24.49 � 1.77 8.62 � 0.13
CDDP + 2DCF 35.40 � 2.06 9.55 � 2.01 42.45 � 1.53 19.14 � 2.60
DCF >64 >64 >64 >64

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
possibly due to the two DCF moieties that potentiated the
antiproliferative activity. Considering the difference in
incubation time (48 vs. 72 h), the antiproliferative activity (IC50)
of MDP against MCF-7 and SKOV-3 cells was comparable to the
reported data (2.46 ± 0.22 and 1.70 ± 0.30 mM).26 DCF was
almost nontoxic to these cancer cells (IC50 > 64 mM). The
mixture of CDDP and DCF showed less activity than CDDP,
indicating that free DCF hardly contributed to the cytotoxicity of
CDDP and even has an antagonistic effect on it. According to
these data, we chose the most sensitive SKOV-3 cells to perform
the following biological assays.
Cellular accumulation and DNA binding

The cellular accumulation of MDP and DDP in the SKOV-3 cells
in terms of Pt was evaluated by ICP-MS. As shown in Fig. 3A, the
cellular uptake of MDP and DDP at 1 mMwas about 2- and 7-fold
higher than that of CDDP, respectively, which is positively
associated with their lipophilicity. The accumulation of DDP in
cells was especially high due to its higher lipophilicity,
indicating that it efficiently entered the cells. The result
corroborated the favorable effect of lipophilicity on the cellular
uptake of the complexes.

Most PtIV complexes exert anticancer activity via binding to
cellular DNA to form Pt–DNA adducts, which impede DNA
replication and transcription in cancer cells. Hence, we
investigated the interactions of MDP and DDP with calf thymus
DNA (CT-DNA) in the absence and presence of AsA by circular
dichroism (CD) spectrometry. There are two peaks in the CD
spectrum—a positive peak at 275 nm representing the
accumulation of bases and a negative one at 245 nm
representing the right-handed helical structure of CT-DNA.32 In
the absence of AsA, MDP and DDP did not react with CT-DNA;
however, in the presence of AsA, the maximum ellipticity of
both the positive and negative bands increased (Fig. S4†). The
results imply that DDP and MDP destroyed the conguration of
DNA when reduced to PtII species.

We further explored the impact of MDP and DDP on cellular
DNA in SKOV-3 cells. As shown in Fig. 3B, the level of DNA
platination is dependent on the initial concentration and
cellular accumulation of the complex, following an order of
DDP > MDP > CDDP, which is in line with their antiproliferative
Fig. 3 Pt accumulation (A) and platination of cellular DNA (B) in SKOV-
3 cells after treatment with 0.5 or 1 mM (0.5& v/v DMSO) of MDP, DDP,
and CDDP, respectively, for 24 h.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 8327–8337 | 8329
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activities. Additionally, DDP showed a higher affinity for cellular
DNA thanMDP and CDDP, suggesting that it could induce more
damage to cellular DNA, thus leading to higher toxicity to
cancer cells. AlthoughMDP was reduced much faster than DDP,
it induced less DNA platination and lower antiproliferative
activity in cancer cells. Therefore, the reduction kinetics of
a PtIV complex did not necessarily determine the platination of
cellular DNA and cytotoxicity. Of note, the cellular uptake of
DDP was about 7-fold higher than that of CDDP and the DNA
platination was only enhanced by about 2-fold, suggesting that
cellular uptake is not consistent with the DNA damage and
other factors may account for the higher bioactivity of DDP.
Cell cycle arrest and cell death mode

The cell cycle of SKOV-3 cells was analyzed by ow cytometry
aer staining DNA with propidium iodide (PI). As shown in
Fig. 4A, DDP arrested the cell cycle mainly in the S phase, with
the cells increasing from 25.36% to 69.74%; while MDP arrested
the cell cycle mainly in the G2 and weakly in the S phases. CDDP
weakly arrested the cell cycle in the G2 phase as reported.33 The
arrest of the cell cycle in the S phase indicates that DNA
replication was affected by DDP due to the damage to DNA in
cancer cells.

The death mode of SKOV-3 cells induced by MDP and DDP
was investigated by ow cytometry along with annexin V-FITC/
PI double staining. As shown in Fig. 4B, DDP induced 61.6%
of the cells to undergo late apoptosis, while MDP and CDDP did
not cause apparent apoptosis under the same conditions, thus
conrming the strong proapoptotic ability of DDP, which is
consistent with its potent antiproliferative activity.
Interestingly, the apoptosis and necrosis of SKOV3 cells
Fig. 4 Cell cycle arrest (A, 24 h) and distribution of SKOV-3 cells (B, 48 h
DDP (0.5 mM containing 0.5& DMSO), respectively, and staining with an

8330 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 8327–8337
induced by DDP are about 26-fold more than those induced by
CDDP, while the DNA platination induced by DDP is only about
2-fold higher than that induced by CDDP, thus proving that
DNA damage is not the determinant of cell death in this
case and some other mechanism may be involved in the
apoptosis.
Inhibition of LDH and lactate production

LDH constitutes a major checkpoint in anaerobic glycolysis by
catalyzing the reduction of pyruvate into lactate.34 The
inhibition of LDH could signicantly decrease the tumorigenic
potential of cancers.12 The expression of LDHA and LDHB in
SKOV-3 cells was rst examined by western blotting. As shown
in Fig. 5A, B and S5,† DDP markedly suppressed the expression
of LDHA as compared to the control, DCF and CDDP, and MDP
moderately inhibited the expression of LDHA. MDP and DDP
also reduced the expression of LDHB by 10% and 25%,
respectively, while CDDP only decreased by 7%. The impact of
DCF and CDDP on LDH expression is not substantial as
compared with that of MDP and DDP, because they are more
hydrophilic molecules (vide ante, Fig. 3) that cannot enter
cancer cells readily to act on LDH. It is known that LDHA
catalyzes the interconversion of pyruvate and lactate in human
cancers and plays an important role in the development,
invasion and metastasis of malignancies,15 and LDHB mediates
the conversion of lactate that is re-absorbed in tumor cells to
pyruvate for OXPHOS in the TME.12 Thus, the suppression of
LDHA suggests that DDP could retard the production of lactate
and occurrence of tumors, and the inhibition of LDHB implies
that DDP could prevent tumor cells from allocating energy
efficiently, that is, hampering the “RWE”. The effect of MDP
) determined by flow cytometry after treatment with CDDP, MDP, and
nexin V-FITC and/or PI.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 The expressions (A), and the corresponding protein content of LDHA and LDHB relative to a-tubulin (B); LDH activity (C) and the level of
lactate (D) in SKOV-3 cells after treatment with CDDP, MDP, DDP (0.6 mM containing 0.6& DMSO), and DCF (1.2 mM containing 0.1& DMSO),
respectively, for 36 h; glycolytic profiles of the SKOV-3 cells treated with each complex (0.6 mM containing 0.2& DMSO) at 18 h (E), and key energy-
profiling data related to the process (F). Four replicate experiments were performed independently, ECARglycolysis = ECARglucose − ECAR2-DG,
ECARglycolytic capacity = ECARoligomycin − ECAR2-DG, ECARglycolytic reserve = ECARoligomycin − ECARglucose. **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001, statistical
significance compared to the control.
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and DDP on the activity of LDH was further examined by
biochemical analysis. As shown in Fig. 5C, the LDH activity in
untreated SKOV-3 cells is high (120.72 U g per prot), which may
contribute to the acidic TME. DDP reduced the activity by
33.4%, while MDP, CDDP, and DCF only mildly decreased the
activity (<19.1%) at the same concentration. It is noteworthy
that most LDH inhibitors only show a limited effect on
LDHA,35,36 and inhibitors for both LDHA and LDHB are
uncommon. In short, the inhibition of LDH suggests that DDP
could decrease the level of lactate in SKOV-3 cells and relieve the
acidic TME, which may provide a new strategy for cancer
treatment.

The level of lactate in the supernatant of SKOV-3 cells was
determined by colorimetry aer treatment with the complexes.
As shown in Fig. 5D, MDP and DDP decreased the lactate level
by about 30% relative to the control. DCF was less effective than
MDP and DDP, and CDDP even increased the level of lactate.
The production of lactate was further determined by measuring
the extracellular acidication rate (ECAR) on a Seahorse XFe24
cell bioanalyzer, which reects the glycolytic capability of the
cells. As shown in Fig. 5E and F, the ECAR was increased aer
injecting glucose into the complex-treated SKOV-3 cells, with
the DDP-treated cells increasing the least. Oligomycin (an
inhibitor of mitochondrial ATP synthase) triggered further
lactate production, but the glycolytic capacity of the DDP-
treated cells is obviously lower than that of the control. Addi-
tion of 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG) to the cells induced a rapid
decline in the ECAR, manifesting the reduction of glycolytic
ux. These observations suggest that DDP greatly intervened in
the glycolysis and energetic metabolism of SKOV-3 cells.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Inhibition of transporters and oncogenes

MCT1 and hypoxia-inducibleMCT4mediate the release of lactate
assisted by LDH into interstitial space, leading to a decrease of
pH in the TME.37 Oncogenic transcription factor c-Myc targets
LDHA and its activation is directly linked to the Warburg effect.15

The conversion of pyruvate to lactate in the cytoplasm and
the transport to the extracellular matrix rely on LDHA and
MCT4, while the transport of extracellular lactate into cells and
conversion to pyruvate for oxidation rely on MCT1 and LDHB.12

Thus the expressions of MCT1, MCT4, and c-Myc in SKOV-3
cells were investigated by immunoblotting aer treatment
with the complexes. As shown in Fig. 6 and S5,†DDP signicantly
suppressed the expression of MCT1, MCT4 and c-Myc, and
MDP moderately inhibited MCT1 and MCT4. In contrast,
CDDP upregulated the expression of these proteins. The
downregulation of MCT1 and MCT4 could inhibit the inux or
efflux of lactate in tumor cells, and the inhibition of c-Myc could
affect the activity of LDHA, restraining the Warburg effect. Since
lactate can promote the OXPHOS activity of mitochondria,
resulting in sufficient energy supply for proliferation of cancer
cells,6,38 the inhibition of lactate production suggests that DDP
could inhibit the RWE, thus providing an additional pathway for
suppressing cancer cells.
Effect on mitochondrial function

The inhibition on LDHA activity and aerobic lactate
production would decrease the oxygen consumption and
OXPHOS activity.39 The impact of MDP and DDP on the oxygen
consumption rate (OCR) of SKOV-3 cells was measured using
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 8327–8337 | 8331



Fig. 6 Expressions of MCT1, MCT4, and c-Myc (A), and the
corresponding protein content relative to GAPDH or a-tubulin (B) in
SKOV-3 cells after treatment with different compounds (0.6 mM
containing 0.6& DMSO) for 36 h. **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001,
statistical significance compared to the control.

Fig. 7 Respiratory profiles of SKOV-3 cells in response to the complexes
(0.6 mMcontaining 0.2&DMSO) at 18 h (A) and key energy-profiling data
involved in the process (B). Four replicate samples prepared from
a single-cell culture were measured independently. OCRbasal respiration =

OCRinitial − OCRantimycin A/rotenone, OCRATP production = OCRbasal −
OCRoligomycin, OCRmaximal respiration = OCRFCCP − OCRantimycin A/rotenone,
and OCRspare capacity = OCRmaximal respiration − OCRbasal respiration.40

Chemical Science Edge Article
the Seahorse XFe24 cell bioanalyzer, which reects the status
of mitochondrial OXPHOS. As shown in Fig. 7, both MDP and
DDP reduced the basal OCR levels, indicating a loss in total
mitochondrial mass. As oligomycin was added to the cells, the
OCR was further reduced, suggesting that the ATP production
was decreased. When carbonyl cyanide 4-(triuoromethoxy)
phenylhydrazone (FCCP, an uncoupler of mitochondrial
OXPHOS) was injected into the media, the increase in the
OCR was signicantly deterred by MDP and DDP, implying
that the maximal respiratory capacity was inhibited.
Apparently, the stimulation of mitochondrial respiration by
FCCP was substantially weakened by MDP and DDP. Aer
injection of mitochondrial complex I inhibitor rotenone and
complex III inhibitor antimycin A, the OCR was dramatically
reduced, suggesting that respiration was almost completely
inhibited. These results demonstrate that MDP and DDP can
inhibit the mitochondrial OXPHOS besides blocking
glycolysis; thus the production of ATP in tumor cells was
effectively restrained. Since tumor cells with reserved
respiratory function can obtain energy to meet the growth
requirements through the RWE, the double inhibition on
both the Warburg effect and RWE implies a radical cutoff of
energy supply for the tumor growth.
8332 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 8327–8337
Effect on macrophages

Macrophages are the most abundant immune cells in the TME.
Extracellular lactate can be sensed by macrophages, triggering
intracellular signalling to ne tune cell behavior and inuence
the TME. The inuence of the complexes on the markers of
macrophage phenotypes was analyzed by western blotting and
ELISA. Macrophages were derived from the human acute
monocytic leukemia THP-1 cells under differentiation induced
by phorbol ester (PMA), which mimic the primary human
macrophages.41 As shown in Fig. 8A–E and S6,† the MDP- and
DDP-treated SKOV-3 cell-conditioned culture supernatant
increased the expression of M1 markers CD86 and inducible
nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), promoted the secretion of tumor
necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-a), and inhibited the production of
transforming growth factor-beta 1 (TGF-b1). The
immunosuppressive M2 macrophages are profoundly
implicated in tumor initiation and progression.42 The results
suggest that MDP and DDP promoted the repolarization of
THP-1 macrophages from the M2 to the M1 phenotype. Low pH
reduces the expression of iNOS and TNF-a in M1 macrophages,
while increases the expression of M2 macrophage markers in
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 Expressions of CD86 and iNOS (A), relative density of CD86 (B) and iNOS (C) to b-actin, and levels of TNF-a (D), TGF-b1 (E), and IFN-g (F) in
THP-1 cells stimulated with PMA (10 ngmL−1) for 48 h and incubated with compound-treated SKOV-3 cell-conditioned culture supernatant (0.6
mM containing 0.6& DMSO) for 36 h. Ctrl−: THP-1 cells stimulated with PMA (10 ng mL−1) for 48 h and cultured with an RPMI-1640 growth
medium; Ctrl+: THP-1 cells stimulated with PMA (10 ng mL−1) for 48 h and cultured with SKOV-3 cell-conditioned culture supernatant without
compound treatment. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001, statistical significance compared to the Ctrl+ group.
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the TME.10,43 Since MDP and DDP inhibited the production of
lactate, the phenotype of macrophages was reversed. Strikingly,
the MDP- and DDP-treated SKOV-3 cell-conditioned culture
supernatant also increased the secretion of g interferon (IFN-g)
in THP-1 macrophages (Fig. 8F). IFN-g has been acknowledged
to mediate immune responses and license immune cells to
exert toxicity.44 The principal source of IFN-g in the human
immune response is believed to be T and natural killer (NK)
cells; however, it can also be produced in other cell types,
including macrophages.45,46 IFN-g enhances antigen
presentation through inducing specic gene expression
programs in the TME, thereby increasing the phagocytic and
killing abilities of macrophages to tumor cells.47 The results
indicate that DDP stimulated the production of IFN-g in THP-1
macrophages and participated in the immune response by
modulating the TME. THP-1 macrophages almost remained
intact under the test conditions (Fig. S7†).
Repression of angiogenesis

Tumor angiogenesis is crucial for the survival and development
of tumors. Lactate serves as a proangiogenic agent by increasing
VEGF content in macrophages and promotes tumor cell
proliferation by enhancing the expression of ARG1 in
macrophages, thus enhancing the immunosuppression on T
lymphocytes.48,49 HIF-1a promotes tumor angiogenesis not only
by activating proangiogenic genes, but also by inhibiting
anti-angiogenic genes under hypoxic conditions.50 The
upregulation of HIF-1a regulates the transcription of VEGF and
ARG1 in macrophages, thereby supporting tumor growth by
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
inducing neovascularization and providing substrates for
cancer cell proliferation.51 Therefore, we detected the
expressions of HIF-1a and ARG1 and the level of VEGF by
western blotting and using a human VEGF ELISA kit
respectively. As shown in Fig. 9A–D and S6,† the expressions of
HIF-1a and ARG1 were dramatically increased in the control
once macrophages were stimulated with tumor-conditioned
media. In the presence of MDP or DDP, the expressions of
HIF-1a and ARG1 were downregulated obviously and VEGF was
reduced by 36% and 62%, respectively (Fig. 9E). The blocking of
VEGF suggests that MDP and DDP have the potential to inhibit
tumor angiogenesis and growth.52 Since IFN-g can interfere
with the proliferation and survival of endothelial cells and
impede angiogenesis in the TME,43 the above enhanced IFN-g
by DDP may also contribute to the repression of angiogenesis.

The acidic environment formed by high concentrations of
lactate is conducive to the angiogenesis of tumor cells.11 The
lactate released from tumor cells through MCT4 may be taken
up by endothelial cells via the MCT1 transporter and stimulate
angiogenesis through multiple signaling pathways.53 The effect
of the complexes on the vasculature network formed by
HUV-EC-C endothelial cells was checked at a nonlethal
concentration (Table S2†). As shown in Fig. 9F, plenty of
capillary-like tubes were formed in the control and DCF- and
CDDP-treated cells; however, the loop numbers and tube length
(Fig. S8†) were decreased by 62% and 34%, respectively, in the
DDP-treated HUV-EC-C cells. MDP showed a moderate
inhibition effect with the loop numbers and tube length being
declined 31% and 30%, respectively. The results prove that DDP
could inhibit the formation of new blood vessels to some extent,
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 8327–8337 | 8333



Fig. 9 Expressions of HIF-1a (A) and ARG1 (B), relative density of HIF-1a to b-actin (C), ARG1 to a-tubulin (D), and the secretion of VEGF (E) in
THP-1 cells stimulated with PMA (10 ng mL−1) for 48 h and incubated with the compound-treated SKOV-3 cell-conditioned culture supernatant
(0.6 mM containing 0.6&DMSO) for 36 h, and the effect of DCF (0.4 mM containing 0.4&DMSO), CDDP, MDP, and DDP (0.2 mM containing 0.2&
DMSO) on the tube formation of HUV-EC-C after incubation for 6 h (F). Image magnification: 100×; Ctrl−: THP-1 cells stimulated with PMA (10
ng mL−1) for 48 h and cultured with an RPMI-1640 growth medium; Ctrl+: THP-1 cells stimulated with PMA (10 ng mL−1) for 48 h and cultured
with SKOV-3 cell-conditioned culture supernatant without compound treatment. **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001, statistical significance compared
to the Ctrl+ group.
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which may be attributed to the reduction of lactate and
elevation of IFN-g.
In vivo antitumor activity

The in vivo antitumor activity of the complexes was investigated
on female Balb/C mouse models bearing SKOV-3 tumors. The
tumor growth was evaluated aer treatment with CDDP, MDP,
and DDP, respectively, for 15 days, and the results are shown in
Fig. 10. MDP and DDP reduced the tumor volume by 53.4 and
70.4%, respectively, while CDDP only reduced the tumor
volume by 27.4% (A and B). The tumor weight was also reduced
signicantly as compared to CDDP (C). The body weight of the
8334 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 8327–8337
mice was almost unchanged during the therapy (Fig. S9†).
Histological images with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining
showed no obvious damage in the major organs of mice
(Fig. S10†). These results indicate that MDP and DDP displayed
high antitumor activity in vivo with low systemic toxicity.
Mechanism of action

The antitumor mechanism of current platinum drugs
involves reactions with nuclear DNA and induction of apoptosis
by inhibiting DNA replication and gene transcription.54 Here we
demonstrate that aside from damaging DNA, modulating
energy metabolism of cancer cells and relieving
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 In vivo antitumor activity of CDDP, MDP, and DDP (1.5 mg Pt per kg) in Balb/C nude mice bearing SKOV-3 xenograft tumors (n = 5), PBS
was used as a control. (A) Representative tumor images after treatment for 15 days, (B) time-dependent tumor volume during 15 days, and (C)
tumor weight after treatment for 15 days. **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001, statistical significance compared to the control.

Fig. 11 Proposed mechanism of action for DDP.
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immunosuppression of the TME are also effective pathways to
curb the development of tumors. The parallel mechanism
mainly includes suppressing LDH, modulating macrophages,
and blocking angiogenesis. In particular, DDP downregulated
the expression of LDHA, LDHB, MCT1, MCT4, and c-Myc, thus
inhibiting the conversion of pyruvate to lactate and lowering the
energy metabolism in tumor cells. Furthermore, DDP promoted
the polarization of macrophages from the tumor-promoting M2
phenotype to the tumor-inhibiting M1 phenotype via reducing
the acidic TME, leading to an increase of iNOS, TNF-a and IFN-g
in M1 macrophages and a decrease of TGF-b1 in M2 macro-
phages. Finally, DDP restrained the angiopoiesis by down-
regulating the expression of HIF-1a and ARG1 and impeding
the secretion of VEGF, which could alleviate the tumor immu-
nosuppression of the TME. The antitumor mechanism of DDP
is illustrated in Fig. 11.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Conclusion

Targeting tumor glycolysis and the immune microenvironment
is attractive for chemotherapy and immunotherapy. Lactate not
only serves as a key metabolite responsible for glycolysis, but
also as a regulator for the tumor microenvironment and
immune cell functions. In addition, the lactate originated from
tumor cells stimulates angiogenesis by acting on endothelial
cells and tumor-associated macrophages. The generation of
lactate from pyruvate catalyzed by LDH is a key event for
anaerobic glycolysis, which plays a pivotal role in regulating
diverse biological processes, such as macrophage polarization
and tumor immune surveillance. Lactate levels and uxes
reect the adaptation extent of tumor cells to survival and
proliferation. The acidic tumor microenvironment formed by
excess lactate is an adverse factor affecting tumor immune
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 8327–8337 | 8335
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surveillance and immune escape. Inhibiting LDH activity can
suppress the production of lactate, hence relieving the
immunosuppression as well as restraining the energy metabo-
lism. Drug resistance is the major barrier limiting the efficacy of
platinum anticancer drugs. This study provides a feasible
strategy to overcome the shortcoming by regulating tumor
glycometabolism or lactate metabolism and reshaping the
tumor microenvironment. In a word, targeting energy
metabolism and the immune microenvironment is a new
approach for the development of antitumor drugs.
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